Algebra 2 Pretest With Answers Plato
2004 algebra 2 pretest answers and scoring - 2004 algebra 2 pretest page 2 of 6 4. find the value of y so
that the line passing through the points (0,-2) and (2, y) has a slope equal to 3. algebra diagnostic pre-test
50 questions – 60 minutes ... - algebra diagnostic pre-test 50 questions – 60 minutes multiple choice use
the answer “nota” (which stands for none of the above) if the answer is not listed fast track i pre-algebra
pretest - bobprior - pa-pretest p.1of7 fast track i pre-algebra pretest name find the answers on bobprior of
the following, determine which are prime, which are composite, and which are neither. computation and
elementary algebra pretest - computation and elementary algebra pretest 2 september 2012 what to take
with you on the test day 1. your social security number 2. several no. 2 lead pencils with erasers math 250
algebra/trig pre-test - math 250 pre-test page 1 math 250 algebra/trig pre-test this pre-test
containsbasicquestionson algebra and trigonometry. solutions are provided at the end of the test along with
references to where you can algebra 1 pre test - semester 1 - high school math teachers - algebra 1
teachers page 2 . algebra 1 pre test - semester 1 name: _____ date: _____ use the following information for
questions 8 - 10: lauren keeps records of the distances she travels in a taxi and what she pays: distance, d , in
miles fare, f , in dollars 3 8.25 5 12.75 11 26.25 8. what type of function could model the above situation? a.
linear b. exponential c. quadratic d. cannot be ... algebra 1 pretest - socorro independent school district
- algebra 1 pretest 1. the students in mr. lee’s science class are ordering the materials they will need for a
science experiment. each student will need a bag of plant seeds that costs $1.00 and a 6-plant tray that costs
$2.50. algebra 2 prepost placement ak - math-u-see - y-x2+2 y-x+22> (x2+2)-x+2 y-x+22> solution 1:
(o, 2) x-l-o y-x+22> solution 2: (1, 3) 12. 2x2 9x-35 2x2-9x 35-0 (-9)± (-9)2 9± 361 9±19 9+19 x2+7x 4-0
-(7)± (7)2 2(1) 9-19 3.7x 106 .002 2.0xlo 10-3) 10-3) 1.85x 109 2.0 x 1 with significant digits 4. 8. 9. (x7 -x3)
+(x2 x2) (x7-3)+ (x2*2) - x4+x4 2x4 asv 3 - 28-3 - _ or a3 273 27 3 or 1 2g (2+ 96 x(3 -i) 3x xi 3x xi 3x xi 9-i2
6xy 5q-kq2 r ...
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